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Theme 1.Bricks, Beads and Bones 

 

MARCH 2016 
 

1.'Indus valley people were excellent in craft production'.-To substantiate this statement, prepare 

an essay. (8) 

Area to be included: 

(a) Archaeological evidence 

(b) Centres of production 

(c) Procured materials 

SAY/IMPROVEMENT JUNE 2016   

 

2. The relics excavated in Mohenjo Daro draws the picture of a planned urban centre in olden 

days. Explain (8) 

The pointed mentioned below should be included: 

 Citadel 

 Lower Town 

 Drainage system 

 Domestic architecture 

 

MARCH 2017 

 

3.'There is sufficient archaeological evidence to prove that Harappan Civilization was an urban 

civilization'. Do you agree? Substantiate your argument (8) 

 

SAY/IMPROVEMENT JUNE 2017  

 

4. Give any two features of Harappan script (3) 

 

MARCH 2018 

 

5. ldentify the following places and mark them on the outline map of India provided :(4) 

 

(i) The Harappan site in Haryana from where the terracotta models of plough found. 

(ii) The Harappan site fiom where the remains of water reservoirs found. 

(iii) The Harappan site from where the evidence of a ploughed field found. 

(iv) The Harappan site from where the remains of Great Bath found. 

 

 6. Point out any two methods used by archaeologists to trace the social differences in Harappa.   

 

(2) 

7. Write any three reasons for the decline of Harappan culture. (3) 

 

SAY/IMPROVEMENT JUNE 2018 

 

8. Explain the features of town planning in Mohenjodaro (5) 
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MARCH 2019 

 
9. Analyze the features of urbanism in Mohenjodaro. Areas to be considered: (8) 

 Drainage system 

 Domestic architecture 

 Citadel 

 Great Bath 

SAY JUNE 2019 

 

10. Write any two features of Harappan script.(2) 

11. Explain the various ways adopted by the Harappans to procure raw materials for craft 

production (5) 

 

MARCH 2020 

 

12. Why Mohenjodaro is considered as a planned urban centre? Explain. (8) 

 

Theme 2.Kings, Farmers and Towns 

 
MARCH 2016 

 

1. What you mean by Mahajanapadas? Examine how Magadha became most powerful among 

them. (8) 

2. Write a note on Punch Marked coins (2) 

3. Analyse the content of Prashasti Inscriptions in the light of Allahabad (Prayag) Prashasti (2) 

 

SAY/IMPROVEMENT JUNE 2016   

 

4. Choose the answer from the given alternatives :(2) 

 

(a) Founder of the Mauryan Empire  

     (Asoka,Chandragupta Maurya,Bindusara,Bimbisara) 

(b) The Girnar inscription was related to the Shaka king---- 

     (Rudradaman,Kanishka ,Gotamiputra Satakarni ,Harshavardhana)  

 

MARCH 2017 

 

5. Examine the nature of state and kingship in early India.(C 600 BCE to 600 CE) (8) 

6. Examine the main features of coins that were circulated in India from 6
th
 C BCE to 1st CE (2) 

 

SAY/IMPROVEMENT JUNE 2017 

 

7. Find out the relationship of item 'A' and complete item 'B' accordingly (4) 

                  A                                    B 

         A. Magadha                       :Rajagriha 

         B Anga                               : ............... 

         A Megasthanese               : Indica  

        B Chanakya                       : .............. 
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MARCH 2018 

 

8. Why Magadha became prominent among the 16 Mahajanapadas?Write any three reasons.(3) 

 

9. Explain the views of Megasthanese on the military administration of the Mauryas (4) 

 

 

SAY/IMPROVEMENT JUNE 2018 

 

10. Match Column (A) with appropriates from Column (B) (4) 

              A                                      B 

(i) Prayaga Prashasti                - Piyadassi 

(ii)James Prinsep                      - Harisena  

(iii) Arthashasthra                   -  Ashoka 

(iv) Dhamma Mahamatta         -  Kautilya 

 

11. Write any two means by which the rulers of ancient India claimed high status (2) 

 

MARCH 2019 

 

 

12. Name any two literary works which are used by historians to reconstruct the history of the 

Mauryan Empire (2) 

13. What are the limitations of inscriptional evidences? (3) 

 

SAY JUNE 2019 

 

14. Identify the following places and mark them on the outline map of ancient India provided. 

 

1. The major Rock Edict site of Asoka in Gujarat (Map)(1) 

2. The major Rock Edict site of Asoka that is located Southern most (Map)( 1) 

3. The Second capital of Magadha                                                       (Map) (1) 

MARCH 2020 

 

15.Identify the following places and mark them on the outline map of ancient India provided. (4) 

 

1. The capital of the Mauryas   

 

2. The early capital of Magadha   

 

3. Any two provincial centres of the Mauryas 

 

16. Write a short note on Prayaga Prashasti (2) 
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Theme 4 Thinkers, Beliefs and Buildings 

 
MARCH 2016 

 

1. Name the following Buddhist sites and mark on the outline map provided :(4) 

 

a. The site received help from Sultan Jehan Begum to preserve and protect. 

b. The place from which Walter Elliot collected sculptures 

c. The city in which Buddha born 

d. The Buddha attained enlightenment  

 

SAY/IMPROVEMENT JUNE 2016 

 

2. Sanchi is very important in the history of art and architecture of India-Examine the validity of 

the statement (3) 

3. Describe the main features of Jainism (2) 

 

MARCH 2017 

 

4. Write a note on the teachings of Buddha (3) 

 

SAY/IMPROVEMENT JUNE 2017 

 

5. Buddha’s first speech occurred in Saranath near Varanasi. He talked about the essentials of life. 

According to him sorrow is one of the fundamental truths of life. Describe his analysis of sorrow 

and remedies of the same. 

The points mentioned below should be included :( 8) 

 Buddha's early life 

 Enlightenment 

 Sutta Pitaka 

 Buddhist followers 

 

MARCH 2018 

 

6. The ideas of Mahayana Buddhism reflect changes from the principles of Buddha. Substantiate. 

(3) 

SAY/IMPROVEMENT JUNE 2018 

 

7. Identify the following places and mark them on the outline map of India provided :( 4) 

i) The birth place of Buddha 

ii) The place where Buddha got enlightenment 

iii) The place where Buddha delivered his first sermon 

iv) The place where Buddha attained nibbana 
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8. Buddhism provided equality and respect to women. Substantiate the statement in the light of 

Sangha.(3) 

 

MARCH 2019 

 

9.Find the relation between the two parts of item”a” and fill in the blanks of item “b”accordingly 

(4) 

i)  a) Buddha attained enlightenment    :Bodh Gaya 

    b) Buddha gave his first sermon         :……………. 
ii) a) Greater vehicle                                 : Mahayana 
     b) Lesser vehicle                                   :…………… 
iii a) Amaravati Stupa                              : Andhra Pradesh 
     b) Sanchi  Stupa                                    :…………………… 
iv a) Zarathusthra                                     :Iran 
      b) Socrates                                          : 
 
10. Summarise the central teachings of Jainism (3) 
 

SAY JUNE 2019 
 

11. What was the significance of ‘Kudagarasla’?(2) 
12. Explain the structure of Stupa (3) 

 
MARCH 2020 

 
13. Choose the correct answer from the alternatives given below:  
 
   (i) Identify the birth place of Buddha. (1) 
   (a) Bodh Gaya (b) Lumbini  
   (c) Sarnath (d) Kusinagara 
 
 (ii) Plato was a native of : (1) 
   (a) China (b) Iran  
   (c) India (d) Greece 
14. Identify any two features of Mahayana Buddhism (2) 

 

Theme 5 Through the Eyes of Travellers 

 

MARCH 2016 

 

1. What information can be drawn from the writings of travellers regarding the state of women 

and slaves during the medieval period?(4) 

 

SAY/IMPROVEMENT JUNE 2016 

 

2. Explain the contribution of Al Biruni and Francois Bernier to reconstruct our history (4) 
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MARCH 2017 

 

3. Name the book of Al Biruni and detail how it represents medieval Indian Society (4) 

 
SAY/IMPROVEMENT JUNE 2017 

 

4. Match the column A with column B 

          A                                                                    B 

A. Ibn Battuta                                               French Traveller 

B. Francois Bernier                                       Kitab ul Rehla 

C. Al Birunui                                                Portuguese traveller 

D. Duarte Barbossa                                      Kitab  ul Hind 

 

5. The cruel system of Sati which prevailed in Medieval India is depicted in the records of foreign 

travellers.Quote one or two examples. (3) 

 

MARCH 2018 

 

6. What information do you get from the travelogues regarding the slaves and women of 

medieval India (4) 

7. Kitab-ul-Hind and Rihla gives us ample information regarding Medieval Indian Society; 

especially about the Caste System and the Cities. Substantiate the statement.(8) 

 

SAY/IMPROVEMENT JUNE 2018 

 

8. After comparing to Europe, Bernier produced a picture of the 'Denigrate East' and it further 

influenced the western theorists. Elucidate (8) 

 

MARCH 2019 

 

9. Accounts of the Ibn Battuta provide a clear picture of the medieval Indian cities and slavery 

system. Elucidate (5) 

SAY JUNE 2019 

 

10. Prepare a short note on Kitab ul Hind (2) 

11. Bernier’s “Travels in the Mughal Empire” gives fundamental differences between Mughal India 

and Europe on the question of land ownership. What difference did he point out? (3) 

 

MARCH 2020 

 

12. How did Francois Bernier compare ‘East and West’?(2) 

13. How did Ibn Battuta describe the Indian cities ?  (4) 

14. Al Biruni’s account is a major source for understanding medieval Indian history. Explain (8) 

             Hints :    

 Early life   

 Kitab-ul-Hind   

 Description of the Caste system 
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Theme 7.An Imperial Capital Vijayanagara 

 

MARCH 2016 

 

1. Give a description of fortification in Vijayanagara that even impressed Abdur Razzak, the 

traveller (4) 

 

 

MARCH 2017 

 

2. Write a brief note on the architectural marvels under Vijayanagara (2) 

 

SAY/IMPROVEMENT JUNE 2017 

 

3. Choose the correct answer from the given alternatives (1) 

a) The ancient city, Hampi situated on the banks of the river---- 

( Kaveri,Godavari,Thungabhadra,Ganga) 

 

MARCH 2018 

 

4. Illustrate the features of the main buildings in the Royal Centre of Vijayanagara (5) 

 

MARCH 2020 

 

5. Write any two features of Mahanavami dibba.   (2) 

 

 

 

Theme 11.Rebels and the Raj 

 

MARCH 2016 

 

1. How do you evaluate shah Mal as a freedom fighter? (4) 

 

SAY/IMPROVEMENT JUNE 2016 

 

2. Name the following places and mark them on the outline map of India provided (4) 

a) The place where Rani Lakshmi Bai fought the revolt 

b)The place where the 1857 revolt started 

c) The place Where Nana Saheb led the revolt 

d)The place where Begum Hazrat Mahal fought the revolt  

MARCH 2017 

 

3. Name the following places of importance in 1857 revolt and mark them in the given map of 

India (4) 
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a) The cantonment town from where the revolt began 

b)The place where Rani Lakshmi Bai led the struggle 

c) The place from where Shah Mal organized peasants to rebel against the British 

d)The town where Nana Saheb organized the resistance  

 
4. Do you think that rumours really played important role for the outbreak of 1857 rebellion? 

Why? (2) 

SAY/IMPROVEMENT JUNE 2017 

 

5. Name the following places and mark them on the outline map of India provided (4) 

a) The place where Rani Lakshmi Bai fought the revolt 

b)The place where the 1857 revolt started 

c) The place Where Nana Saheb led the revolt 

d)The place where Begum Hazrat Mahal fought the revolt  

 

6.'Rumours and prophecies played an important role in the Revolt of 1857'-Comment (4) 

 

MARCH 2018 

 

7. Do the visual representations tell us the story of the revolt of 1857? How these representations 

were analyzed by the historians? (8) 

 

SAY/IMPROVEMENT JUNE 2018 

 

8. Rumours played an important role in the Revolt of 1857.Why did people believe in the 

rumours?(4) 

 

 

MARCH 2019 

 

9. Identify the following places related to the Revolt of 1857 and mark them on the outline map 

of India provided (4) 

i) The place where Begum Hazrat Mahal led the fight against the British 

ii)The place where Nana Sahib led the Revolt 

iii) The place where Kunwar Singh led theRevolt  

iv) The centre of the revolt where Rani Lakshmi Bai assumed leadership 

 

 

SAY JUNE 2019 

 

10. Choose the correct answer from the given alternatives (4) 

  i)The painting ‘Relief of Lucknow’ is related to: 

  a) Joseph Noel Paton 

   b) Thomas Jones Barker 

  c) Benjamin Bailey 

  d)Leonardo da Vinci  

ii)’In Memoriam’ is associated to: 

a) Miss wheeler 

b) Joseph noel paton  
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c) Thomas Jones Barker 

d) Subhadra Kumari Chauhan 

iii).The leader of the revolt of 1857 at Kanpur 

a) Bahadurshah II 

b) General Bakth Khan 

c) Shah Mal 
d) Nana Saheb  

11. Explain the following factors which contributed to the outbreak of the revolt of 1857 (8) 

     b)Rumours and prophesies 

     c) Role of leaders  

                                                                    MARCH 2020 

 

12. Find the relation between the two parts of item (a) and fill in the blanks of item (b) 

accordingly:     

(i) (a) Arrah : Kunwar Singh (1) 

   (b) Kanpur : _______  

 (ii) (a) Bahadur Shah : Delhi (1) 

   (b) Shah mal : _______  

 

13. Examine the role of rumours and prophecies in the revolt of 1857.(4) 

14. Prepare a short note on images related to the revolt of 1857 (5) 

 

 
 

Theme 12.Mahatma Gandhi and the Nationalist Movement 

 

MARCH 2016 

 

1. Salt Sathyagraha was a unique event in the history of freedom struggle in India. Substantiate 

with causes and effects.(8)  

 

SAY/IMPROVEMENT JUNE 2016 

 

2. Discuss the importance of Civil Disobedience Movement in India's freedom struggle. 

The points mentioned below should be included :(8) 

 Dandi March 

 All India Effect 

 Gandhi-Irwin Pact 

 Round Table Conferences 

MARCH 2017 

 

3. Analyse the ways through which Mahatma Gandhi transformed Indian National Movement 

from being an elite movement to that of a popular movement (8) 

 

SAY/IMPROVEMENT JUNE 2017 

 

4. Discuss the role of Non-Cooperation Movement introduced by Gandhi in the history of the 

National Movement (8) 
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The points mentioned below should be included 

 Gandhian ideals 

 Early struggles  

 Non-Co-operation Movement 

 Chauri-chaura incident  

5. In 1930, Gandhi walked from Sabarmati to Dandi, with his disciples for violating the Salt Laws 

of the British Government. Discuss the importance of the event in the history of the 

Independence Movement of our country. (8) 

The points mentioned below should be included 

 Civil Disobedience Movement 

 Dandi March 

 Salt Satyagraha in other places 

 Impact 

MARCH 2018 

 

6. The Salt Sathyagraha was notable for at least three reasons. The first one is that it brought 

Gandhi to world attention.' Write the other two reasons  

7. Lahore Session of Indian National Congress (1929) was significant for two things. What are 

they?(2) 

8.'QuitIndia Movement was a mass movement’. Substantiate (5) 

 

SAY/IMPROVEMENT JUNE 2018 

 

9. Arrange the following in chronological order (4) 

 Quit India Movement 

 Jallianwala  Bagh Massacre 

 Salt Satyagraha  

 Chauri-Chaura incident 

10. Asses the early political initiatives of Mahatma Gandhi which elevated him as a National 

Leader (3) 

11. 'The Salt Satyagraha was notable for at least three reasons’. What are they? (3) 

 

MARCH 2019 

 

12. After Champaran Satyagraha Gandhiji involved in two Satyagrahas in Gujarat. Which are 

they? (2) 

13.” Mahatma Gandhi transformed Indian National Movmement into a mass movement.” 

Substantiate the statement on the basis of the following hints (8) 

 Non-Cooperation Movement 

 Salt Satyagraha 

 Quit India Movement 

SAY JUNE 2019 

 

14. Evaluate the role played by Mahatma Gandhi in the Non-Co-operation and Civil 

Disobedience movements. (8) 

MARCH 2020 

 

15. Explain the role of Gandhiji in India’s freedom struggle.   Areas to be considered:   (8) 
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 Early Struggles   

 Non-Cooperation Movement   

 Salt Satyagraha 

 

Theme 14. Theme 15 Kerala Towards modernity 

 
MARCH 2016 

1. Find the relation between the two parts of item'a'and fill in the blanks of item 'b' accordingly  

 

(3) 

a) Mavilathodu               :Pazhassi Raja 

b) Mannadi                      :................... 

a) Atmavidyasangham   : Vaghbhatanantha 

b)Samatva Smajam        :.......................... 

a) Siva Satakam             : Sreenarayana Guru 

b)Prachina Malayalam  :................................. 

 

SAY/IMPROVEMENT JUNE 2016 

 

2. Examine the principles upheld by Sree Narayana Guru (4) 

 

MARCH 2017 

 

3.'The Transformation of Kerala into a modern democratic state was an effect of various civil 

rights and anti-caste movements’. Do you agree with the statement? Explain (4) 

 

4. Choose the correct answer from the given options  

b) Among the following who is considered as the leader of Kurichia Revolt of 1812? (1) 

1) Unni Mooppan 

2)Pazhassi Raja 

3) Rama Namby 

4) Emmen Nair 

 

 

SAY/IMPROVEMENT JUNE 2017 

5. Discuss the important socio-reform ideas of Srinarayana Guru.(4) 

 

MARCH 2018 

 

6. Choose the correct answer from the given options :(2) 

i)'Mavilathodu' is associated with: 

a) Velu Thampi Dalawa 

b)Saktan Thampuran 

c) Pazhassi Raja 

d) Rama Namby 

 

ii) Atmavidyasangham was founded by 

a)Vaikunda Swamikal 
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b) Chattampi Swamikal 

c) Ayyan Kali 

d)Vaghbhatananda  

 

MARCH 2019 

7. Arrange the following in chronological order (3) 

ii) Malabar rebellion 

iii) Pazhassi revolt 

iv) Kundara proclamation 

SAY JUNE 2019 

 

8. Arrange the following in chronological order :( 4) 

 Guruvayur Satyagraha 

Kundara Proclamation 

Paliyam Satyagraha 

Vaikom Satyagraha  

MARCH 2020 

 

9. Arrange the following in chronological order:  

 …………………………………….. 

 Guruvayur Satyagraha   

 ………………………………………..    

 Temple Entry Proclamation 

 Prepared by sujith K,GHSS Chayoth,Kasaragode 


